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ON CERTAIN CLASS OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 

DEFINED BY CONVOLUTIONS

Ohsang Kwon and Nak Eun Cho

Abstract

We introduce a class (a, y) of functions defined by 

(z) of f(z) and S&The present paper is to determine 

extreme pointy coefficient inequahties, distortion Theoran and radius 

of starlikeness and convexity for function읍 in (y y). And we 

give fractional calculus.

1. Intr❶du마ion

Let A denote the class of functions of the form

f⑵=어应&户 (1.1)
n—2

which are analytic in the unit disk U=｛z : \z\ <7｝. And let S denote 

the subclass of A consisting of analytic and univalent functions f⑵ 

in U.

A function f(z) m S is said to be starlike of order <x if

加 ｝〉Q(zeU), (1.2)

for some Denote by 乎(0). Further, a function f(z) in S

is said to be convex of order a if.

血｛1+際咨｝〉a(z€U), (1.3)
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for some (0冬aVLZ). Denote by K(a). Now, the function

&伝)={]•二项 2«-£7) j(0冬 a 1) (1.4)

is the well-known extremal function for the class S*(d) Setting

CO)득浮 (“=2,3,4,……), (1.5)

S^(z) can be written in the form

&⑵=z+庄 C(& n)2^ (1.6)
n=2

Then we note that C(&, n) is decreasing in d and satisfies

Jim C(S, n)= oo (X%) (1.7)

< 0 ("%)

、1 (d=%)

Let f * g(z) be the convolution of two functions f(z) and g(z), that 

is, if f(z) is given by (1.1) and g(z) is given by g(z)—z~\~ S then

f*g(2)=Z十52 - (1.8)n=2

We say 나lat a function f(z) defined by (1.1) belongs to the class

A if f(z) satisfies the foDowing condition

一丝。(z))' T— </3 (1 Q)

for。冬aMl, 0<Z?<7 and OWy冬L

f⑵ cT iff f(z)=z一又瞄n (an^0) (1.10)
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We denote I추疽으, B, 6, y)C\T. The class Ls(ai 伉 y) is

the generalization of 나io 이as용 L(a, y) which was defined by S 

K. Lee [1], In particular, L-i(으, 8, *)=L (匕 P, 7 ).

2. Coefficient Inequalities

Theorem 2.1. Let the function f(z) be defined (1.10). Then 

f ⑵ is in the class L\ (a, B, y) if and only if

貫：(1+切也C(@ n)an冬尸(。+】一刀 (2.1)
n=2

망he result is sharp.

Proof. Let f(z) be in the class L% (Q,伉 y) Then we have

(fS ⑵ S—I

伝阡(1-k) { }

—n C(S,几)如尸 
=------- ----5------------  </3

(&+J—y)—“ S n C^njctnZ0-1 
n=2

for all zeU. Since the denominator in (2.2) is positive for small positive 

values of z and, consequently, for all z (0<z<l), we let z—^r to obtain

8 8
52 n C(d, n)an 苴 0(으+1—丫)一이3 n C© n)an (2.3)
n=2 n=2

which is equivalent to (2.1).

For the converse, let the inequality (2.1) hold. Then we obtain that

\(f*S(z)y — J |—g|a(f*S(z))'土(Z—y)|

= —/이 (&+I—刃一“ Z /zC(d負)a法叫 (2.4)

冬冒：以+必)招(切 n)an~ S(a+l—y) M 0
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Hence, by the maximum modulus Theorem, we can see that f(z) is 

in the class L名(％ B, y).

Finally, the result is sharp, with the extremal function being of the 

form

f(z)=z一-总/、2° for 母2. (2.5)
0+必)n)

Corollary 2.2. Let the function f(z) defined by (1.10) be in the 

class L% (a, y). Then

an冬
魚서-1 一 *) 

(l+a/3)nC(d,n)
for n^2. (2.6)

The equality is attained by the function f(z) in (25)

Theorem 2.3. Let

£(z)=z and (2.7)

fn(z)一Z 2° g2). (2.8)
(1+a助iC(d, n)

Then f⑵ is in the class Z為(af 伉 y) if and only if it can be expressed 

in the form

f(z)=52 사(2.9)

where 入nWO for n= 1, 2, 3,…and

± 사！=1. (2.10)
n=l

Proof. Assume that

f(2)=应人 r而⑵ =Z-立 엉3/M)「자初 (2.11)
”刁 2 (l-j-ap)nC(o, n)

=z一文:ab 
n=2
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where

n (1-卜아3)了1(冷, n)

Then we observe that

急(7+”)ng n)(艺譌& ")如 (2.13)

=/3(a+l—y) 冒:사1
n=2

=Z?(1 —Ai) M 尸(&+_Z—y)

This 아lows that f(z) e 乙층 (% y) with the aid of Theorem 2.1.

Conversely, assume that f(z) is in the class U& (匕 竹,y), remembering 

the formula

y. (1+aS)孔C(d, “)
e=2 尸(@+1—y) 아］ 冬 1,

from Theorem 2.1. We may set 

(2.14)

and we have from (2.10), that is,

I-
n=2

Setting

為1=7-#n (2.15)

we have the representation (2.9). Thus we have theorem.

3. Distortion Theorems
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Theorem 3.1. If the function f(z) defined by (1.10) is

1竹*(% B, y), and either 으 or 으, then 
b ' ' 4

in the

(새 ^max {이 /3(어T —*) I l 2|
4Q十어3)(1、) I I ' (3.1)

I囘 勻히 + 爲需（근，仃 (3.2)

The bounds are sharp.

Proof. By virture of Theorem 2.1, we note that

jf(깨 立 max {0az\ — max ——"엉-'厂"-----1
* n£N-m (l+a/3)nC(^, n) ' * J (3.3)

阻即|+細苗蠶為當If"(a+l—y)
(3.4)

for zeU. Hence it suffices to deduce that

기林=7^귾^剛
(3.5)

is a decresing function of n (n^2). Since

C0 〃+[)=끄旦二竺 C(d, n), 
n

(3.6)

we can see that, for \z\ Q

G(① a, y,\z\, n) > G^, y 伉 )시기, n+l)if and only if (3.7)

H(이기 , 刀=S+DS+S渺)+ 疽同启0 (3.8)

It is 은 asy to see that H(히 n) is decresing function of 6 for fixed

I 끼. Consequently it follows that

이n) 그 H(히이기, n) = 一z)+%S—2) — 0. (3.9) 
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for 0M&W5I6, zeU and

Further, since H(<^, \z\, n) is decresing in |기 and increasing in n, 

we obtain that

H(이기, n) > H(L|기, n) > H(l, % 2) = 0 (3.10)

for 0冬L히 < % and n^2. Thus max G(@ at y I z\ n)
1 nEN-HJ ' 1

is attained at r=2.

Finally, since the functions fn(z) (n启2) defined in Theorem 2.1 are 

the extreme points of the class (y B, y), we can see that the 

bounds of the theorem is attained by the function &(z), that is,

&⑵=z /3(“十i-刀 J
(3.11)

Theorem 3.2. If the function f(z) defined by (1.10) is in the 

이ass 1초湛、(소, 6, y) and either 0冬S冬% or] z| / then

-魏哉打*) H 듸 广(끼提嵩구느用(3A2)

The bounds are sharp.

Proof, It is similar to Theorem 3丄

4. Some results of convolution

Theorem 4.1. 乙흥(次, B, y) is subclass of S

if and only if 0冬$苴炫

Proof Note 바lat the function f(z) defined by (1.10) is in the 

class S if

£이쎄冬 L([6]). (4.1)

Hence it suffices to prove that

(l+a/3)C(S,n) W /3(a+l-y) (4.2)
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for 한le and by means of Theorem 2.1.

Since C(C 几)그C(%, n)=^l for we can see that,

for OM冬 %,

(l+aff)C(^ 九)一尸一刀 兰 (1 十必)一魚어T 一刃 目 0. (4.3)

Conversely, if we assum then 觐 C(^, n)—0.

Taking the function fn(z) given by (2.8), we have

佰⑵="（當**（1%）仃=0 (4.4)

fnr 尸=(7+")C(@ 刀 
'이F ~ 魚5—y)

which is less than one for n sufficiency large. Thus fn(z) is not univalent 

fb호 d〉% and n=n(^) sufficiently large.

Theorem 4.2. Let the function f(z) defined by (1.10) be in the 

class 疏 (a, B, /) with。苴 d、冬%, 나f(z) is a star like of order 丁 

(OW t< J) in the disk|z| <rD where

，户 mf {으鷲쏜二끄件立}기 ED (4.5)n£N-IU \ p(a+l—y)(n—r)
zf (2)

Proof It is a sufficient to show that the values for lie
. 佗)
in a circle with center at 1 whose radious is 1—r forI zf(Z) "m 新" —。'제히 n ]

f⑵ I?-眼讪眠 .n=2 I
Thus I 夸gm——冬 1-t ifI 代Z、) 1

8 CO
急I)| 쎄기 nT 冬 a—T){[—习찌|z]nT}

(4.6)

which is equivalent to
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($)|如||지1 冬 1. (4.7)

By virture of Theorem 2.1, we need only to find values of |z| for which 

the inequality

项—T xl j ny (1+如)71(渺，71) 
1—t 시 I — 3(0+1—y) (4.8)

Solving (4.8) for |z|, we obtain the result.

Theorem 4.3 Let the function f(z) defined by (1.10) be in the 

이ass I為 y) with OWd、冬%. Then f⑵ is convex of order

in the dis时끼〈咯 wtere

，尸 问 ｛썽으誓二汗쓰｝WT) 

n£N 니 1! p(a+l—y)(n—r)
(4.9)

5. Fractional Calculus

We need the definitions of fractional derivatives and fractional 

integrals which were defined by S. 0wa([4]).

theorem 5.1. Let the function f(z) defined by (1.10) be in 나le 

class L% (% 伉 y) with O^d<%/Then

U宀⑵I苛"｛s云2+爲V福當嵐｝ and(5.1) 

财『⑵ IM 니f뇨T "F아霧打湍二「｝ (暴)

for 人>0 and zwU The bounds are sharp.

Proof. It is easily known that

rv-A rf \_ ] f ■吕「(n+l)厂(2+入) n I
z 札)一厂(2+D z r(n+l+y) QnZ ｝
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Now, we consider the function

F(z)=z-力
n=2

厂弟+1)厂(2+人) 
r(n+l+k)

for X>0. (5.6)

We not that

c r（n+i）r（2+^）二 2

厂（兀+7+人） —2+人
(5.7)

for l>0 and 几N2, and C(d, n+1) N C(d, n) for and

Since f(z) e (a, B, y), by using Theorem 2.1, we obtain

回께츠 ］긔 一 团2 交 厂灯 Pg# 為） 으& 
「（〃十7+几）

(5.8)

O co

긔기—（元기기2 舄 an

爲|z|----- 四0사:丄二 Z)----- |z |2
一同 2(2+k)(l+aj3)(l-&) |Z|j

网）匡 I기+|기2；羿崙生铮시 아＞ (5.9)

9 • 8
기+(■§스 I기 2 gan

A «=2

MIz| T______ 〃(으十'一刃_____ Iz|2
— 丨 I 2(2+X)(l+a/3)(l-&) I기

which gives (5.5)

Further, taking the function f(z) defined by

rz \一％) 2
'⑵二^2^

we can see that the bounds of the theorem are sharp.

Theorem 5.2. Let the function f(z) defined by (1.10) be in the 
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class 也(a, A y) with 0壬d冬蛎.Then

ID釘⑵ I > -［기｛1-----食으十"成)_____"I ) (5 10)
r(2-X) U 2(2—A)Q+a/3)a_d)〔기) 版版

and

I也⑵隹 心"+液=쯨箒編^"(5.11)

The bounds are sharp.
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